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INTRODUCTION
Microsurgery refers to a surgical procedure
performed under a microscope. In 1979, Daniel
defined microsurgery in broad terms as a surgery
performed under magnification by the
microscope.1In 1980, Serafin described
microsurgery as a methodology, a modification
and refinementof existing surgical techniques
using magnification to improve visualisation, with
applications to all specialties.2

Over the years, there have been a stupendous
development in the field of dentistry and the
incorporation of loupes and microscopes into
practice has gained tremendous acclaim. The fine
crafting of techniques that are rather more precise
and superior than the conventional surgery has
led to the extensive integration of microsurgery
by periodontists. This review aims to briefly
describe the concepts, advantages and
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disadvantages, the different magnification
systems and its application in periodontics.

HISTORY
In 1694, the first compound lens microscope was
constructed by Anton Van Leeuwenhoek. During
the late nineteenth century, magnification for
microsurgical procedure was introduced into
medicine.3In 1876, a German ophthalmologist
Saemisch, introduced the simple binocular loupes
to ophthalmic surgery. In 1921, a binocular
microscope was first used for ear surgery by Carl
Nylen, the father of microsurgery.4 In 1978,
microscope was first introduced to dentistry by
Apotheker and Jako.5In 1992, it was introduced
to the specialty of periodontics following which
a continuing education course on periodontal
microsurgery was presented by Shanelec and
Tibbetts at the annual meeting of the American
Academy of Periodontology held in 1993.6,7
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CONCEPTS IN MICROSURGERY
Firstly, it is the enhancement of motor skills to
improve surgical ability which is evident in the
smooth hand movements. This is achievedthrough
improved visual acuity and the use of a precise
hand grip. Secondly,the use of small instruments
and a reduced surgical field has resulted in
decreased tissue trauma at the surgical site.
Thirdly, the application of microsurturinghas
achieved a passive and primary wound closure.
This eliminates gaps and dead spaces at the wound
edge and a painful inflammatory phase of wound
healing can also be avoided.8

MICROSURGICAL TRIAD
The operating microscope offers three distinct
advantages to periodontists: illumination,
magnification, and increased precision of surgical
skills.3 (Figure 1) The synergy of improved
illumination and increased visual acuity enables
the increased precision of surgical skills. The three
elements, i.e., magnification, illumination, and the
refined surgical skillsare called the microsurgical
triad3, the improvement of which is a prerequisite
for improved accuracy in surgical interventions.
Without anyone of these, microsurgery is not
possible.9

Figure 1 – Microsurgical Triad

MAGNIFICATION SYSTEM
Visual acuity is the ability to perceive two closely
lying objects separately. It is influenced by various
anatomic and physiologic factors and illumination
of the area. Visualization of fine details can be
enhanced by increasing the image size of the
object. Two obvious methods of increasing image
size are either by getting closer to the objects or

by magnification.

In periodontal practice, the tissues to manipulate
are usually very fine resulting in a situation in
which the natural visual capacity reaches its limits.
Therefore, clinical procedures may be performed
successfully using magnification resulting in
enhanced precision and quality of work. A wide
range of simple and complex magnifying systems
are available which includes

· Magnification Loupes.
· Operating Microscope.

LOUPES
These are the most common magnification system
used in dentistry. It was introduced to medicine
in 1876 by Saemisch. Loupes are two monocular
microscopes with side by- side lenses that are
angled to focus on an object to form a magnified
image which has stereoscopic properties. They
can be classified as single-lens magnifiers ormulti-
lens telescopic loupes.10

Simple Loupes:
Simple loupes are primitive magnifiers containing
a pair of single meniscus lens limited to only two
refracting surfaces. (Figure 2) Their magnification
can be increased by increasing lens diameter and
thickness. It is cost effective.  But the size and
weight constraints make simple loupes
impractical for magnification beyond 1.5×.  They
are also greatly affected by spherical and
chromatic aberration which distorts the shape and
colour of objects being viewed.11,12,13

Figure 2 – Simple loupes
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Compound loupes:
Compound loupes use converging multiple lenses
with intervening air spaces to gain refracting
power, magnification and adequate working
distance. Such lenses can be adjusted to clinical
needs without excessive increase in size or
weight.The specific density of each piece
counteracts the chromatic aberration of the
adjacent piece, making such lenses a desired
feature by dentists. Compound loupes are
commonly mounted in or on eyeglasses.10(Figure
3)

Figure 3- Compound Loupes

Prism loupes:
Prism loupes are the most optically advanced
type of loupe magnification presently
available.These loupes actually containSchmidt
or roof-top prisms that lengthen the light path
through a seriesof mirror reflections within the
loupe. They lengthen the lightpath by virtually
folding the light so that the barrel of the loupe
can beshortened. They are superior to other
loupes in terms of bettermagnification, wider
depths of field, longer working distances
andlarger fields of view.The barrels of prism
loupes are short and can be mounted on
eyeglasses or a headband. (Figure 4)The
increased weight of these loupes at
magnifications of 4×or greater make headband
mounting to be more comfortable and stable than
mountings on glasses.

Figure 4 – Prism Loupes

Loupe Magnification
Wide ranges of magnifications are available in
loupes, ranging from 1.5× to 10×. Loupes with
less than 2× magnifications, are usually
inadequate for the visual acuity necessary for
microsurgery. For mostperiodontal procedures in
which magnification is needed, loupes of 4×to 5×
provide an effective combination of
magnification, field sizeand depth of focus.14,15

Properties of Ideal Surgical Loupes
· Light weight: No pressure is felt on the nose

bridge while wearing these loupes.
· Advanced optic lenses: These have a clearer

image, wider field of view,sharper picture,
and a greater depth of visual field.

· Vertical and interpupillary adjustment: This
enables the operation to beperformed with a
comfortable posture.

· Magnification (range: 2.5to 8-fold) and
working distances (range:14–22inches).

· Mounting choice: Spectacle frames and
headband.

· Low cost.

OPERATING MICROSCOPE
The surgical microscope consists of a complicated
system of lenses that allows stereoscopic vision
at a magnification of approximately 4–40×. The
optical unit of the microscope includes the
following components (Figure 5):
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· Magnification charger
· Objective lenses
· Binocular tubes
· Eyepieces
· Lighting unit
· Additional attachments

Figure 5 – Operating Microscope

Operating microscopes are designed on Galilean
principles. They use the application of the
magnifying loupes in combination with a
magnification changer and a binocular viewing
system, so that it employs parallel binoculars for
protection against eye strain and fatigue. They also
incorporate fully coated optics and achromatic
lenses, with high resolution and good contrast
stereoscopic vision. There must be an adequate
working distance for instruments between the
object being viewed and the microscope. To be
able to use the microscope throughout the various
areas of the mouth, it must also have extensive
horizontal and vertical manoeuvrability with its
attachment to the wall, ceiling, or floor mount.
Surgical microscopes use co-axial fibre-optic
illumination. This type of light produces an
adjustable, bright, uniformly illuminated, shadow-
free, circular spot of light that is parallel to the
optical viewing axis. 16,17

LOUPES VERSUS OPERATING
MICROSCOPE
Advantages of loupes:
• Ergonomic benefits of an increased working

distance from the viewing object as well as
increased visual acuity.

• Loupes are less expensive and easier to use.
• They are also less cumbersome in the

operating field.

Advantages of Operating Microscope:
• It offers versatility due to an extended range

of variable magnification from 2.5 to 20 and
excellent coaxial fibre-optic, shadow-free
illumination.

• Availability of numerous accessories for
digital still and video image case
documentation.

• Increased operator eye comfort due to the
parallel viewing optics provided by the
Galilean system.

Disadvantages of Loupes:
• Fixed magnification or a lack of

magnification variability.
• Potential need for additional light for

magnification levels of 4.0× or greater.
• Eyes must converge to view an image, which

can result in eyestrain, fatigue,and even vision
changes with prolonged use of poorly fitted
loupes.

• As the length of the loupe increases to provide
for more magnification, theweight of the lens
also increases which becomes more
uncomfortable.

Disadvantages of Operating Microscope:
• Can be more cumbersome to use.
• More expensive
• Difficult to master the technique to use.
Both the loupes and the operating microscopes
allow clinicians to perform taskswith improved
visual acuity; however, loupes cannot be
compared to the comfort,versatility, illumination,
and visual acuity offered by the microscope.

MICROSURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
Microsurgery also entails the use of specially
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constructed microsurgical instruments specifically
designed to minimize trauma. An important
characteristic of microsurgical instruments is their
ability to create clean incisions that prepare wounds
for healing by primary intention. Proper
instrumentation is fundamental for microsurgical
intervention. A microsurgery basic set comprises of
a needle holder, micro scissors, micro scalpel holder,
anatomic and surgical forceps, and a set of various
elevators. (Figure 6) Several types of ophthalmic
knives such as the crescent, lamellar, blade breaker,
sclera and spoon knife can be used for periodontal
surgical procedures. (Figure 7) Ophthalmic knives
offer the dual advantagesof extreme sharpness and
minimal size. This helps limit tissue traumaand
promotes faster healing.18Because ophthalmic knives
arechemically etched rather than ground, their
sharper blades produce amore precise wound
edge.5,16

Figure 6 – Basic Microsurgery Set

Figure 7 - Knives used in periodontal
microsurgery.

1. Blade Breaker Knife; 2. Crescent Knife: 3.
Mini crescent Knife; 4.  Spoon Knife
5. Lamellar Knife; 6. Scleral Knife.

MICROSURGICAL NEEDLES AND
SUTURES
Selection of proper suture needles and materials
are essential for successful microsurgical wound
closure. The choice of suture and needle size is
critical for atraumatic tissue passage. Suture
material must maintain wound closure until
healing is sufficiently advanced to withstand
functional stress.

In microsurgery, the sutureof choice is a
monofilament suture material suchas
polypropylene or polydioxanone. These materials
are bacteriostaticand noninflammatory, hold a
knot extremely well, and are easilyremoved. The
purpose of sutures is to provide initial wound
support.The smallest suture capable of supporting
the wound producesthe least tissue trauma and
the least interruption of the blood supply.In
periodontal microsurgery, the suture size ranges
from 6-0 to 9-0. Ideally, the needle diameter is
slightly larger than the suture size. Sutures used
in microsurgery are swaged, making the needle
and the suture continuous.9

Figure 8 – Microsurgical suture needles

Microsurgical Knots
Knot tying using the microscope is done using
instrument ties, with a microsurgical needle holder
in the dominant hand and a microsurgical tissue
pick-up in the nondominant hand. Only the
working tips of the instruments are visible in the
microscopic field. Microsurgery is therefore done
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by visual reference only, as the breaking force of
micro sutures is often less than the human
threshold of touch. Well-tied microsurgical suture
knots are stable and resist loosening, even under
functional loads.19The art of microscopically tying
a good surgeon’s knot, a reef knot, or acinching
knot can only be mastered with repeated
laboratory practice under themicroscope.20

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
MICROSURGERY
Advantages -
• Improved Surgical Ability - With the use of

microscope, the periodontist’s sight and
motor skills are significantly enhanced,
thereby improving his or her overall surgical
ability and strengthening the precision of
movement.

• Passive Wound Closure - By carefully
eliminating dead spaces at the edge of the
wound, the periodontistcanhelp the site heal
more quickly, without causing additional
painful orinflammatory issues.

• Reduced Trauma - By enhancing the
periodontist’s fine motor skills, periodontal
microsurgeryreduces the trauma that often
occurs in more traditional surgery. With
intricate and detailed focus on the site of
injury, the periodontist can handle the
tissuemore gently, which in turn improves
patient care and promotes better healing.

• Increased effectiveness of root debridement
results in greaterpredictability of regenerative
and cosmetic procedures.

• Improved documentation.e.g., video, slide,
digital.

Disadvantages –
• It is much more demanding and technique

sensitive and the cost incurred to establish a
microsurgical set-up is also high.

• Magnification systems used also pose some
difficulties including restricted areaof vision,
loss of depth of field as magnification
increases and loss of visualreference points.

• An experienced team approach mandates
microsurgery and istime consuming to
develop.

• Physiologic tremor control for finer
movementsintra-operatively and a steep

learning curve are required for clinical
proficiency.21

APPLICATION IN PERIODONTICS
Scaling and Root Planing
Micro ultrasonic is a generic term that identifies
the refined use of powered instruments for
supragingival debridement. Micro ultrasonic
instruments are small, approximating the size of
a periodontal probe and can be used for supra-
and subgingival treatment at low to high power,
with less or even no water spray, and little or no
adjunctive use of hand instrumentation. By virtue
of their small size these instruments are less likely
to over-instrument root surfaces because they are
generally not sharp or abrasive. Micro ultrasonic
instruments are probe-like (measuring 0.2 to 0.6
mm in diameter), powered to move with
ultrasonic speeds (25,000 to more than 40,000
cycles per second), with active working sides on
all surfaces of the vibrating instrument, and
provide ultrasonically activated lavage in the
working field.22 It is observed that to treat
periodontal disease effective plaque and calculus
removal from the root surface is a determining
factor for the success of the treatment and the
control of the disease. Furthermore, research
demonstrates that root preparation is enhanced
when it is performed under illumination.23

Periodontal Plastic Surgery
Periodontal plastic surgery, with its emphasis on
esthetics, is an important aspect of periodontal
practice.There are two basic periodontal
procedures in whichperiodontal plastic
microsurgerymay be applied:

• Those relative to the level of the dentogingival
junction – Here microsurgery can be
employed to add gingival tissue where it is
absent or to remove gingival tissue where it
is excessive.

• Those relative to the edentulous ridge – Here
microsurgery involves the addition of bone
and or soft tissue.24,25

Correcting Gingival Recession.
Periodontal plastic microsurgical reconstruction
of gingival tissue over denuded roots can be
routine and predictable using subepithelial
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connective tissue grafting. The colour match and
esthetic appearance of such grafts is greatly
improved over the original free gingival graft
technique. When carefully closed, palatal donor
sites can heal by primary intention without a
painful period of open granulation. This greatly
reduces postoperative morbidity.

Establishing an Esthetic Smile Line.
An abnormal smile line may result from gingival
recession, abnormal eruptive patterns, incisal
wear, and excessive tissue growth of various
etiologies. The creation of an ideal esthetic smile
with harmonious gingival contours involves many
factors. Foremost among these are symmetry, lip
position, and relative gingival levels of adjacent
teeth. Complex periodontal plastic microsurgery
involving removal of tissue on some teeth and
replacement on others may be required.

Restoring the Edentulous Ridge.
Ridge augmentation can involve avariety of
techniques, includingguided bone regeneration,
block andparticulate grafts, soft tissue grafts,and
a combination of these. In addition to establishing
adequate verticalheight, sufficient soft tissue
thickness must be created to provide an emergence
profile for pontics or a dental implant prosthesis.
Papilla reconstruction is a microsurgical variation
of ridge augmentation periodontal plastic
microsurgery between two adjacent teeth.25,26

Microsurgery in Implant Therapy
All phases of implant treatment may be performed
using a microscope. One of the novel applications
of microsurgery is in the sinus lift procedure. The
surgical microscope can aid in visualization of
the sinus membrane. Magnification achieved by
the surgical microscope is instrumental in implant
site development and placement.27,28

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
Robotic microsurgery
 It is taking over minimally invasive techniques
in surgery. The delicate steps of operation are
performed with the system that control
instruments from 10 feet away inserted through
small incisions. The surgeon manipulates the tele
robot and watches the operation through a three-
dimensional video and is able to witness the

precision that it delivers. It can also complete each
step of the complex operation which was
previously impossible. Future research in this field
is required to incorporate this technique in
dentistry.29

HDTV Single Camera 3D System
This system involves a three-dimensional High-
Definition Television attached to a stereoscopic
microscope which enables 3D visualization and
documentation. Viewing of the same stereoscopic
vision by assistants and students proves to be
advantageous to both clinicians and academicians.
It also allows easy printing, organization of data
base and adaption to tele-operations.30

TOMS-Three-Dimensional On-Screen
Microsurgery System
Current advances in video technology permit
visualization of the(micro) surgical field on a video
monitor three dimensionally withoutnecessitating
physical viewing through the microscope. The
assembly of thethree-dimensional on-screen
microsurgery system comprises of two single
chipvideo cameras (Sony XC-999) mounted on
custom fit eyepiece adapters, a dualcamera-
controller, a view/record image processor, a VCR
for optional recording,digital monitor to enable
viewing, synchronizing signal emitter and 120
MHzshutter glasses (stereo eyewear). The
development of this stereoscopic three-dimensional
display technology proficient of providing a clear
and accuratesense of depth perception was a boon
for the rapidly evolving field of minimallyinvasive
surgery(MIS).31

CONCLUSION
Magnification systems have opened up a whole
new world for the surgeons in many specialties.
The cardinal essentials of gentle tissue handling,
accurate approximation, meticulous hemostasis,
and minimal tissue destruction are the hallmarks
of microsurgical approach. Understanding the
optical principles that govern magnification is
important for its successful application to dental
procedures.  The surgical operating microscope
provides a microsurgical triad of illumination,
magnification, and an environment in which
surgical skills can be refined. Incorporation of
smaller instrumentation, sutures, and needles into
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this environment has enabled clinicians to
increase the precision of their surgical skills.
Although clinical studies are lacking and research
is needed, the increase in visual acuity provided
by the surgical operating microscope should
enhance the periodontist’s delivery of surgical
skills.
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